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Volume XGIV.

Number 22

Slitideiits to Evaluate Wooster Bii s System
The City of Wooster, along with
the state .of Ohio, is currently
engaged in a comprehensive study
of their transit system. In. order to
learn more about how the city bus
system works and what the
' outcome of such a study might be,
the WOOSTER VOICE talked to
Mr.; t Fred Falls, ' Planning and
T

.

-

.

Zoning manager of Wooster and
the city's coordinator for the
V
transit study- ., According to Mr. Falls, the City
transit system had formerly been a
private company and eventually
system.
became a
' The fact that the Wooster Transit"
system has one of the highest

.

the fact that the system operates

.

city-operate- d

help of six Wooster students who conducting a telephone survey
are gaining Independent Study canvassing one out of every twelve
experience under the direction of Wooster households. These
George Galster, is looking for opinions and data will be fed into
ways to reduce the city's operating the state's computer to provide a
deficit . still further, increase comprehesive
picture of the
. ridership (this may include the
success of the current system. In
restructuring of-- bus routes and the second week of May, the
to different geographic students will conduct an on board
, service
areas), increase effectiveness, and Hsus survey in order to further
make certain internal improveidentify problems with the current
ments.
system. Based upon this data, the
Currently, the six - students students will present, for thier I.S.,
involved in the study" (Rob what they would feel would be
Hoffman, Julie Betz, Dan logical steps toward improvement.

riderships for a city of Wooster 's
size in Ohio and combined with

at a lower loss than other

:

--

comparable cities in the state,
prompted fhe State of Ohio to
contact the' bus officials for further

-

"
investigation. .
The study which includes the
.

Kirkpatrick, Vince Paulin, Matt
Lawrence, Bruce Glatz), along
with members of the city's transit

advisory committee

-

are

.

by Tracey Dils
activist Jerry Rubin

spoke to a crowd of approximately
1000 students and faculty Monday
night in McGaw Chapel. Rubin,
who was the founder of the Youth
.7 International Party or "Yippies"
and a member of the Chicago
. Seven, spoke to the group on the
topic, "Growing Up at 37.
Rubin began his talk by
comparing his'current audience
with a 60's audience. In the sixties,
Rubin stated,- - politics was
i
extremely visible. One could tell
one's political convictions at a
glance. At the present time, that
fact in no longer true.
Rubin labels the sixties decade
as a period of guilt and claims that
the seventies has become a
decade of hedonism. The sixties
movement drew its strength
primarily from three sources. First
of all, it rested on the premise of
group strength. Group strength
according to Rubin, provides
."something
to die for and
therefore, something to five for."
high
Christine Benner and Scott Clark are just two of the many dancers who will be appearing in McGaw He claimed, "there is no
XHiapel next Thursday, April 27th when the Ohio State Dance Co visits Wooster. Story on page 5. greater than the one high of
--

-

-

-

i

by Susie Estill
One CO. W. senior will be doing
some travelling after graduation.
an English major
from Bethel Park, Pennsylvania,
has been awarded a Fulbright- Hays Grant for graduation study

system would allow him to better
understand his own culture and
field (development
of Bteraty

heritages),

Mark-Klemen- s,

.

"Australia.
'
While Eying in Babcock during
.
--

'

.

"
Mark began J looking - at
catalogues . from universities
.

overseas and in Canada for a

British and Commonwealth

Literature program in an

English-- .

Wooster's77 summer session, speaking country. Klemens

Klemens first became interested in discovered that Great Britain had a
'doing graduate work abroad. "I lot ofgood programs, "But with the
'was in a philosophy class with job market in English Literature as
Jorge Villanueya and Key tight as it is, I decided to look
Akintude which was taught by Dr. . ;elsewhere." The University of
"
Mark: "Our Sydney in Australia had a Masters
BeiL" explained
discussions invariably took on an program by thesis that looked
international perspective. I hadn't appealing to Mark, but the tuition
had foreign experience, however," and expenses forced him to give up
. and
often had a difficult time the idea.
relating." Later in the summer - When Klemens returned to
Mark began thinking that Wooster in the Fall, he noticed the
posters on several
experience in a foreign educational j Fulbright-Hay- s
;

"

:

,

Dorothy

Knauer

incouraged Mark to apply by the
October deadline. After a brief
record search, they found that 35
people from the U.S. had applied
for 4 Australian Fulbright positions
year-o- ne
of the
for the 1977-7most open areas in all of the
Fulbright-Hay- s
options. .
Each Applicant receives - a
pamphlet describing the program
in detail, and the specific criteria for
each country. After reading
carefully the rules and limitations of
the Australian Area Studies
program, Mark wrote a rough
proposal for the campus screening
committee (Christianson, Durlast two
ham, and Schilling-t-he
have received Fulbright grants of
their own). The committee looked
over Klemens' proposal and gave

imminent. Secondly, Rubin

claimed, "we won" - the sixties
was a "colossal success". It

unconscious ways. Significantly,'
"it knocked the arrogance out of
Rubin claimed,
their suggestions tor revisions. all classes." Today,
the current apathetic mood of
Mark recalls revising his Statement
students has been misinterpreted..
of Proposed Study "at least half-dozen times in the span of a week. It Students now are just as miserable
had to be clear and concise, and the as they were in the sixties, but the
grammar had to be perfect. As I current national situation causes
today's student to feel powerless
was preparing to seal the final copy
against the odds which face him.
Larry
mail
envelope
it,
to
in an
Rubin claimed, the sixties
Stewart noticed that I had split an Finally,
brought to an end because
was
era
I
part
retype
of
infinitive, and had to
taken over". Women left
had
x"ego
a paragraph.
because they were
movement
the
Along with a study proposal,
Klemens had to submit to the
roles, inner corruption deflated
National Screening Committee;
the movement's energy, and
personal data forms, language
finally,
individual movement
competence report, 3 academic
against one
members
. turned
college
transcripts, a
references, 3
had
movement
"The
another.
campus committee evaluation, and
angry
of
movement
a
become
a Curriculum Vita.
Mark's study proposal centers robots reproducing their own
on the development of Nationalism anger." Rubin faced a personal
in Australian literature. "1 am crisis and chose to "drop out."

bulletin boards and decided to

investigate.

.

changing the world." A massive '
group of people involved in one
single cause created this attitude,
according to Rubin. Secondly, the
sixties relied upon the creation of
myth. The period destroyed the
.American-- . concept of myth and.
Created its own new myth. (It was
from this "myth that the Youth
International Party was born.)
Finally, the members of the sixties
movement "played at the guilt" of
the rest of the country. They
created what Rubin termed The
moral passion of the sixties" and
placed personal responsibility for
Viet Nam and other social issues
on the heads of every citizen.
Rubin then turned his speech
around to point at what happened
to the sixties era. First Rubin
claimed, "We were murdered."
Kent State, he stated, was a
political move used as a scare
tactic. The members of the
movement, Rubin said, became
frightened. Their myth had now
turned to a violent end and the
possibility of death was always

changed the country in

Mark Klemens Wins Fullbright Grant
--

The final results of the study will be
revealed sometime in the late
summer.

Sixties Myth Ended,
Rubin Turns Inward
Sixties

. .

.

a

--
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Cont. on pg. 3
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No Need for Apathy,
Necessary

:

Re-evaluati- on

DID YOO KNOW

.

THAT 'CARTER.'

When Jerry Rubin came to Wooster this week, he brought
with him some insightful impressions on the active youth of the
19608, and some possible explanations of why the youth of the
1970s seem inactive. Young people today feel powerless, he
said, because they have "nothing to die for." They know that
; their individual efforts won't make a difference. We have a
country without strong leaders: "Sometimes I get the feeling
America doesn't want a President," said Rubin. The Seventies
generation is a cynical generation we are cynical about the
country, the world around us, and even ourselves and cynicism '
- ;
breeds apathy.
Yet he explained that young people are not apathetic by
choice, that the time and the environment are wrong for social
unrest to occur. Though student interest in social change seems
.
minimal now, sometime in the future the cycle may shift back to .
'
.
v the mood of the turbulent sixties.
What Rubin said, however, is no excuse for complete
' : inactivity. Despite the mood of the times, we as students should
remember that we are in an environment that can be changed
and improved. Ifs very easy to fall into a
;
k
....
routine of going to classes and completing
requirements without taking time to think and to challenge.
What is sad is that, for many people, the College of Wooster is Letters
the Editor
I
the one chance to be exposed to liberal ideas through a
V
structured education. Someone asked Rubin if a college degree
' '
was important, and he replied that education can be worthwhile,
but only when it is
When a student thinks,
realized that the weekend was less
.
challenges, and seeks to learn, he is directing his own education. Dear Editor,
I would like to reply to a letter
than usual, but isn't any Look at
But are we directing our own educations? Or are we falling into
that appeared in the ' April 14 Wooster Day? The purpose of the
patterns?
.
..
issue of the Voice.
day was to provide a glimpse of
Questioning one's life and purpose and
one's
That . the "perspective' (your Wooster. HeO Week activities
environment should be a constant process. But do we Question
spelling) student weekend was a added to this glimpse and allowed
ourselves here? Or do we just play it safe and earn our degrees? result of poor scheduling, no those students to see a body which
Wooster students, and perhaps students in general, do not doubt, is indeed an incorrect contributes a great deal to life here
question 'themselves and the institutions around them (the observation. You are correct, at Wooster.
College). They feel cynical, they have a "what good is it? I'm however, that HeO Week is always
-a- naiT anyway- aruiuae. I ney the first full week of spring quarter-- 1
ytKir - aiKj
yiauuawiy
anuuiei
...
.
X
I
.i
is why Look at Wooster Day
i
Mir
ictsi puweness: oo iney raised ine tuition, inat makes me that
for the Saturday
was
scheduled
;
Dear Editor,
I
angry, but what can
do about it?" They are . apathetic: following the second
full week of
I
"Personally could care less if Soup and Bread night folds."
classes.
Last week's Voice Drinted a fine
If we did question, "rf we did care, there would be some ready
I took part in Look at Wooster,,. article on BobSuHck. However, the
evidence or our concern: students would be demanding more , Day as a student guide. Those
siaiea mar boo is tne
input into course offerings, we would be actively supporting the students and parents with which I aructe
College of Wooster's only
SGA visitation proposal, we would demand to know what is - had the pleasure of talking to all ceramicist." He is the college's only
- going on
inside facultyadministration committees that affect thought the novelty of the day ceramics major, but there are
everyone, we would start petitions, and write letters to the Editor quite exciting. I must say that the several other fine ceramicists on
group of a dozen or so people I
in the VOICE.
But we don't do that Many people don't turn away from their toured found Kappa Chi's
study routines to participate in outside, meaningful activities. "Saturday Afternoon Live" an
enjoyable stop (a far cry from the
We're so caught up in living out our fleeting college experience exceptional
tensions' you talk
by John Gilbert
that we fail to see purpose in struggling to improve it
about). The students and parents
After the 1976-7Index was
"Apathyis something that everybody talks about as if ifs
some kind of external force that won't allow us to become
involved. If we are to create an environment where such
"apathy" does not exist, we must begin to care about that (CPS)-T- he
Central Intelligence
One memo expands the
environment and constantly
it as we
Agency (CIA) reportedly recruited project's purpose to forecasting
ourselves.
college informants or placed the responses CIA recruiters might
.

-

--
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-

day-to-da- y,

week-to-wee-

--

to

self-directe-

Hell Week Adds to Glimpse

d.

'

My feeling as being a part of
Look at Wooster Day is that the
Hell .Week activities provided the
prospective students with a
revealing rather than misleading

re-evaluat- ing

it

-

--

experience.

,

Sincerely,
Sean Smith

Pot" Shots at VOICE

campus. Among them: Al Spencer
(who teaches ceramics in the craft
center). Keith Herklotz (whrt is
currently . in Israel), and Bill
reierson (,wno studied ceramics
both at Wooster and in Japan). So
please, watch your wording.
.

Sincerely;
Amy Havener

,

!

'

.

INDEX to be Improved
7

CIA spied on Colleges

--

re-evalu- ate,

re-evalu-

ate

agents" on approximately 30 campuses as part of a
domestic surveillance program
from 1967 to 1973. The program,
specifically prohibited by the CIA's
own charter, was called "Project

"resident
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receive on various campuses. The
same memo suggests that the
CIA's recruitment visits were also
designed to cultivate
student informants and establish
operational links with "campus
Resistance".
security officials".
Project Resistance's outlines
Yet another document shows
were revealed by The Campaign CIA personnel visited at least 30.
to Stop Government Spying and unnamed schools in the process.
The Center for National Security - By March, 1970, the CTA
Studies. Under provisions of the .decided to abandon overt campus
Freedom of Information recruitment of putative agents. It
Act, the groups earlier obtained "no longer will need publicized
CIA documents establishing the campus recruitment,' but rather
project's..' existence. In their will exploit most campuses by
second release of documents on other means " '
April 10, the ' groups - revealed
Project Resistance's mechanisms.
According to the documents,
the project lasted from December,
Thursday, April 27, Peanuts will '
1967, to June 28, 1973, and aimed
present
the Greek Week Version
to "identify any threat against of Thursday
Night Fever. The
Agency personnel, installations,
will be held at the Red Baron :
disco
The program was also
a.m. but the
geareckto discover if any foreign from 9.00
: close
midnight
for .
doors
at
governments were supporting civil admission. Tickets will
be
$1.50
r
groups. To find
rights and
and $2.00 at the door.
out, the CIA ordered its field - before
' This
is the second disco being
. offices to "monitor collegiate, New sponsored by Pi Kappa.
The first,
.
Left, and 'underground press" held
February 23 was a big
on
coverage of college and university success and this one promises
to
. campuses".
.
"
be even better.
'

Disco Planned

or-project- s".

.

anti-wa-

.

.

"

--

8

on-camp-us

:

p.m.-2.-0- 0

published, students voiced great
disapproval of the quality of the
finished product. ' Old photos,
nameless faces, and a poor overall
. representation
of the campus
community, were among the many
complaints. In order to find out
.what the future of Wooster's Index
wQl be, I talked to Jim Van Horn,
this, year's Index editor. What I
found was quite promising.
The 1977-7Index will be out
early next quarter with a variety of
changes from the past year. For
one, the Index will be published by

.

a new company,

Josten's

American
Yearbook Co. 'of
Pennsylvania. This alone would be
enough to make a significant
difference in the quality of any
yearbook, but it is only the first of

many changes. The cover win

display, a color picture, and the
book wifl contain 208 pages as
opposed to last year's 200, with
much more careful description of

photos than last year. The book will
have a more Eahthearted look this
year; use of shading, special
effects., and a 5 picturepage ratio
wiU make for consistentlv dynamic
vet aesthetically pleasing pages.
Although last year's book was
hindered by a shortage of photos,
this year's book is a different story.
Jim expressed his pleasure in the
fact that this year's staff has an
abundance o( photographs from
which to choose, and readers wHl
be getting only the best for their
"
Cont. oh pg 7 -

.
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board for creative writers, had on
the Nationalist Literary movement
in the 18805). I hope to do some
traveling on the way to and from
Sydney, and also on the continent
while I am - there. The 1979
' academic year begins in March, so I
will probably leave at the end of
February. I would really like to
camp in New Zealand for a week on
the way over.if lean work that out."
grant will
The Fulbright-Hay- s
expenses
travel
Mark's
to
cover
and from Australia, tuition, books,
and a living maintenance for at least
one year and however much time
after that is need to complete his

made the. difference
between acceptance or rejection.
possibly

-

Committee notified Mark of its
decision to endorse his application,
in January. They sent a number of

proposals

to the

.

Australian-America- n

Educational Foundation

.

' in Canberra, which in turn would
choose four proposals. "I received
notification that they had awarded
me the grant on April 6th, the day I

;

.

finished my LS. (which deals with

-

grant-seeking).-

"-

"A lot of arrangements still have
to be made. I am in the process of
obtaining student entry papers,
although I have been admitted to
the University. I will probably be
taking
there .18 to 24 months-fir- st

--M-

'

described Wooster's
Study ; Program '
. Independent
in detail, and outlined plans for a
graduate
tutorial study in Australian
ark-

courses, and then
he is now ' completing a Master's thesis
completing. Both of these areas of (which will probably be a study of
study, Klemens feels, strength-- ' the effects that the Sydney
ened his application greatly, and Bulletin, a weekly sounding- - Literature .L which

the arrival of Spring
Quarter comes the warm weather,
increased student activity and the
opportunity for late night walks
around campus. But it is precisely
the warm weather and increased
student activity that creates an
added concern for the Security
Department. Chief of Security,

-

caution all women, to take the '
necessary precautions to assure
their safety at night:
walk alone at night; try
and walk home with some

With

:

'

-

:

Don't

.--

'"
friends. : .
lighted
poorly
walk in
areas; walk in the street if nec-V..

L

"

-- Don't

:.

essary.
accept rides from anyone '
you do no know well., even
"underclass women' may not be
under the pretense of guiding
aware that the campus has r
- the driver to a particular
experienced a number of incidence
campus building.
in past years where Wooster
"
find an
you
cannot
any
If
time
at
assaulted.
women have been
Hence, they xannot remember the "" escort home, keep in mind that,
'fear' , and apprehension " those" Security ' does provideat rross-night."
' X:
campus transportation
incidents created."
"; Simply dial Ext. 590 or dial "0" and
brings
naturally
Spring Quarter
an increase in movement of - ask for the Security Dispatcher.
for the benefit of, Wooster
students : around, campus, And
women,
the Security Department,
But,
night.
particularly at
according to Chief Yund, it also in cooperation with the Dean's
Staff, will present a Self Defense
tends to bring an increase of
people to campus. Already Workshop Tuesday April 25, at
Lounge.
this quarter, the Chief reports, the 7:30 p.m. in the Compton
complete
and
very
It
a
is
encounthas
Department
Security
informative program and all
ered a number of
encouraged
:' related people on campus. Wooster women are
Therefore, Security would like to to attend.
'

Carl . Yund remarked that,

'

--D-

on't

-

.

'--

.

'

non-colle- ge

non-colleg-

V

.

e

Rubin Turns Inward
cont. from pg

1

Rubin moved to San Francisco
seeking "peace - of mind", and
turned to yoga and health food, in
firidina the difference between real
anger and mechanized anger he
eventually moved to New York,
:
and "joined the system". -

:

:

?

"sold out", Rubin claims that "he is
kic nun man". He feels less anoer

MYERS HOUSE

.

.-

.

' particular; Myers House:'
" Muers '. is
a rn-f-i irtirrvl
;. program house offering unique
opporrunmes ior ooin community
living and campus programming.
Myers is a student-ruprogram
-.-

-

.

-

'

n

v

GREEK WEEK Corning Up!
'Anyone who was on campus the
last weekend of April last spring
could not have helped notice the
Greek Week activities going on in
the quad that, weekend. An all
campus, outdoor party Friday
night kicked off the festivities, and
competition between the sections
took place all day Saturday in the

quad.

development. The purpose of the
program a.is to. provide ine campus
t
A4 I
op-ior
community witn a ti-rocenter and resource library and to

organize and present
programs in the area of personal
growth! This year's programming
included
assertiveness
on-camp-

work-shop-

600700 P M.

Rat
April 28. 4 00 S 00
P.M. Ai HMiyfofi

Chant

Quad
Piaaon Dual
Obataci Sack
Race

PyranadBuad.it
CorMat

.

.

ALL CAMPUS

' QUAD PARTY
Crowning of

GrarkGodand
God
ApniW II 15100
lunch on Lowry
Puto
1:304 30 Quad ,

.hours. Proceeds from the

marathon will go to the Wooster
Youth Center.
.A schedule of the events and

Tug-o-

i

W

Pra-

,

-

Hoapa Eating
Contaat
B Bal CoMal
Bam Marathon

their locations' follows:
April 26,
Wednesday
P.M. Severance .
Stadium
Egg Toss
'
Tricycle Race
April 27, 6:00 P.M.
Thursday
Auxiliary Gym
Basketball
Marathon Beqins

Run

6:15-7:0- 0

Tuof War

-

Fmakl

4:304:30
dwinar on Lowry

.

K IO0
AIGrark party in

.

thtCaa

Awarrfcngof

GraakWaak
Plaque to
club and

win-ran-

'

g

Mclion

at 8:15 p.m. in Wise of our own biology
will take the
will be a .department
which will "evolutionary" position, while Dr.
.

--

people, or come to our dinner
meetings, Thursdays at 5:00 in the
side room of Lowry Center
Cafeteria. Completed applications
are due in the Dean of Students
Office, Thursday, April 27th-A- U
applicants are interviewed by

.

Myers Correctors, Dave Sanders
and Kate Tilbtsen and Assistant
Dean of Students Nancy Orr.
'
Myers is a valuable experience

se

tor many students and

if

you're

David

Boylan,

Dean

of

the

Department of Engineering at Iowa
State University, will present the
"creationaTside.

Both men have

taken a deep interest in this area
and hope to throw light on the
subject rather than heat.
Although the debate will not be a'
formal one, it is expected toexpose
the vital differences that exist

between the two models of origin.
A question and answer period will
,
follow the initial presentation.
latest
in
the
versed
not
For those
scientific devebpments, within the
last ten years or so, serious
objections to the evolutionary
model of origins have, surfaced
within the scientific community.

These objections deal with
interested Jn our program entropy, carbon dating, and the
consider Myers as a living option fossil record Even
who
year and contact Myers
scW--::-t-

for next

;

s,

campus are participating in this
event, with girls competing only
against girls, and guys vs. guys.
Included in the schedule of
activities are a Greek God and
Goddess contest, a tricycle race, a
hoagie eating contest, and a
Chariot Race. A basketball
marathon win be going on from. '

6:00 p.m. Thursday through 6.00
p.m. Friday. Pledges will be
collected April 24, 25, and 26 in
Lowry - Center . during dinner

d

present conflicting models of the
origin of . the universe. Dr. Don

in training

Myers staff positions. Applications
are available in' the Dean of
Students Office as well as in Myers
House (comer of College and
Pine). We encourage anyone
interested in Myers House to visit
the house, talk to Myers .staff

--

This year, due to the enthusiasm
of the Greek Week Committee,
chaired by Brad ,Munn,- - Greek
Week at the College of Wooster
promises to be an even more
several days for everyone on
the campus. '
The major difference this year is
the inclusion of girls' clubs in the
competition. Another variation is
the extension of activities over a
four-daperiod, Wednesday, April
24th through Saturday, April 29.
Activities will begin Wednesday at
6:15 p.m. at the football field. All
chartered sections and clubs on
fun-fille-

-

--

-

discussion-debat- e

-

us

, drug, and alcohol.

.

in-hou-

n

ur

participate

.-

Mateer Auditorium there

-

programs in the areas rnentioned
above ' as well as basic peer
counseling training. Our program
involves both students living in
Myers House and many students
who do not wish or are not
selected to live in the house.
There are 14 spaces for men and,
women interested . in -

Sixties activist, Jerry Rubin, spoke to a large crowd of Woot
students in McGaw Chapel on the topic "Growing (Up) at 37 J

Greeks Let Loose Next Weel

Monday", April 24,

Students involved in the Myers
program

.

A

Origin Issue Debated

useabuse, contraceptives, and

depression.

Wooster offers many housing
options, and we'd like to draw
oon'ra nttontiritt tn Vino in

-

-

g

House Is Housing Option

My
r

formerly and feels he is "more
psychological than political". He is
for political change if simultaneously it involves psychological
and spiritual change.
At the present time, Rubin
claims, we are in a period of
experimentation. Rubin claims it b
up t6 this generation to make a
.change. "You lead the next one,
and I will follow," he urged.

r

i

degree work.
Mark is both excited and wary
about being abroad for such an
extended period of time. He is
however, happy with the security
of having his post graduate study
arranged at a time when many
people are unsure of their plans for
the future. So if you see a cheerful-lookinstudent walking around
campus with an Australian travel
'
guide, whistling Tie Me Kangaroo
Down Sport", chances are it is
Mark Klemens preparing himself
for study in Sydney Australia
beginning next: March on a
Fulbright-Hay- s
grant!

y

-

,

,

,

Safety Is Stressed
.-

--

.

VM.

;

Screening

The National

-:

7-00-ll-OOr-

con, from pg 1
interested in the point at which the
literary artists began to stop writing
as British subjects and start writing
as Australians." Klemens wrote to
a .member : of the English"
Department in Sydney (where he
has since applied and been
- accepted) to see if such a project
was. feasible, and - received a
positive response with- - the
qualification that he would also
take some course ; work. To
compensate for his inexperience in '
both research .and Austrailian
; Literature which might be a factor
'
that would weaken his application,

House or Kate, Dave or Nancy for position

:

s

continue to hold an eve:

more information.

difficulties exist.

-

r''

'-

-

jk.

.

concede that such

Intern toAddcc
anoth
Seniors; want

spend

year in Wooster? The adrnissior
office wishes to add a full ten
intern to its staff.. They are seekir
a June graduate to assist in

variety of recruitment oriente
activities encompassing the fuj
range of the admissions operatior
Anyone interested should subm
a resume to Byron Mom
Director of Admissions, befor
May 5, 1978. A job description ma '
be obtained in the admission'
office.

't

'
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New lii MM Oioen
t

t

painted ', and I smoothly : glazed
jewelry boxesrExcept for a few
new art exhibits opened special pieces from the artist's
' last Sunday . at? the Frick Art private collections, the pottery is
Museum hereon campus. "Works ' on sale as well as exhibit within 3
- on .'Paper
and "Functional wide range of prices.-- ;
;
1978" occupy the two
Ceramics
Items that , can be purchased
'
levels of the building and are two include jars," pots, boxes, coffee,
. exhibits that are a contrast to each . : .tea and. cruet sets cookie jars, ;
other. "Works on Paper" is splatters, trays, vases, casseroles,
situated on the first floor is quite : goblets, cheese and butter dishes,
abstract while the "Functional : planters,'" lamps, cannisters and '
Ceramks' display on the upper more. The fist is seemingly ?
'level is concrete.- - V: endless. Prices range from small r-"Works . on Paper" is an pitchers and cups for under $10.00
exhibition of the artwork of two to a $600.00 dinnerware set with
local women , whose paper varying sizes of plates and bowls.
:
sculptures are'strictly ornamental.
Along with the functionally basic
One of the artists, Gwen Cooper, kitchenware there are also some -works primarily with pressed and more whimsical and less practical
molded paper of darkly colored . clay creations, (such as a drum
patches. The texture of her which is not for sale and a $200.00
material is not unlike that of egg - asparagus server). At the top of V
Her. large pieces are r the : stairs sits- - a Vanitatum
'designed to hang upon the wall ' Vanitas which is a round mirror 7
.while some of the other small set in a large and exotic clay stand.
- sculptures can stand on ta&les or ; Extending from around the top of shelves. .
the lotting glass are gargoyle like r.
;r Lynn Forgach, the other half of animal heads; two birds and two .
the art duet, works with large but Dons, both : in vicious facial .'
thin strips of paper covered with a contortions. ..
. -.. - - j ''
; water and paint mixture that gives
One potterycollection
a swirling, marbling effect. One of : contained a- - lovely combination
, her wall hangings, "Transposition ' hanging planter and wind chime v
in Nature" which sells for $500.00, with tiny clay fish hanging from the :
is made up of five sheets of the " bottom of the flower pot acting as !
mottled swirls of "paint, each the chunes-.;'7V
- slightly overlapping
each other "; "Appearing next to the ' artist's ;
with a gentle curve. The layering - "display are individual interpreta- - '
: and curves of the paper cause the ' tions of their work and of the art of ;
piece to look similar to a water falL . functional ceramics in general.
Up on the second floor loft is the
"1 believe I that God is the
display of "Functional Ceramics ultimate artist; aS I can do is to take '
1978." This exhibit represents j, from what He has already done. It
almost 7 forty ; ceramicists from . . is very important that my pieces
Around the country; "Furictional "., have fife and spontaniety like His
pottery includes anything with a "creations," states Michael SherriTl,
specific use, but all of the artwork whose work is being shown.
shown is decorative as well.
Claude Conover, a ceramkist
The contributing artists of the ;who gives unusual names to his
exhibit have sent an assortment of pots ays that, "early training in
their work, " with almost every sculpture dictates that I create a A
"piece of the individual's pottery ceramic which is "a, unique' :
having some sort of ; recurring"' sculpture as well as a functional
' ' ' . :
of pottery."
characteristic. The artist's ranged
Another ceramicist, Jonathan
in style from large and heavy urns
of deep, earthy colors to delicately Thomas, conceives his work in still
another fight. I relate strongly to
the "people-ness- "
of pots: They
: By Lisa Vickery
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Happy Fella Prepa res for spring Debut
:

n,

from-Akro-

--

:

in-lov-

---

'

Pultizer Prize winning play "They

'

';'-

Conduct

"

--

"-

:

by Martha Jameson
' A panel discussion entitiledThe
Code of Conduct, Responsibility
and Enforcement" will be held on
Tuesday, April 25, at
p.m. in

.

:

9.-0-O

Douglass Lounge.
v.
The discussion will focus on how
much responsibility- .a college
student should be expected to take
for his or her conduct without the
imposition of a strict set of rules.
The panel - wiQ examine the
-.
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Functional Art'
Presented Here
i-

:

--

A

'

David Hagelin

-'

"

'. :.

Functional? Ceramics

jointly sponsored by '
the college and the Ohio Arts '
Council;' will, be held in
conjunction with the exhibition of ;
"Functional Ceramics 1978
.The workshop, which runs!- ;
will feature .
from - April .
J
lectures, discussions, demonstra- well
,
as
slide
as
shows
and
tions
provide an opportunity for actual c
participation in the craft A limited
:

.
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-
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1978.
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shop,"

and performed in the concert medium between the heavy drama
Sidney Howard which was - version.--- - and the musical spectacle, but
.
. , ,
produced in 1924. Loesser's show f ; :The story centers on a lonely," - rehearsals are going well and it will
middle-ageappeared on Broadway in 1956
- Italian 7 immigrant,. ; be a "phenominal production," he
using a cast : drawn from, the lj - Tony Esposito, owner of a grape . comments.
..
Metropolitan . Opera and the 1 ranch in Nappa Valley, California, ; 'Kathy " Rubbo, - professional
Lincoln Center company. Not until , who falls in love with a waitress," choreographer
has
the early sixties did the musical " Rosabella, on one of his trips to . been working with a dance corps of
appear again due to the difficulty in " San Francisco. He and Rosabella seven couples. There are four
obtaining ' amateur rights. It begin a correspondence through ;, major dance numbers featured in
appeared in concert version in ' letters and they fall
She the first and second acts. Technical
Cleveland," Ohio with the.! comes out to his ranch to marry ; director in charge of sets is Doug
Cleveland Orchestra. Dale Moore,
him and many complications arise.' Hall, : assisted by Dave Lumas.
Music Professor at The College of Tony is played by Dale Moore and Sarah ; Oakley is in'- - charge of
Wooster and also male lead in Rosabella is played by Becky costumes. Allan Johns is in charge
Wooster's production of the ' Boyer. David Yound plays Tony's of light and Deb Sauder, Patty
musical, auditioned before Loesser
foreman, Joey. ' Rosabella's Panek, and Liz Shaw are in charge
--'
bestfriend, Cleo, played by Kim of props.
"C
Larimore, accompanies her to the ; Every two years, a musical is put
ranch and falls in love with ranch on; by . the Little Theatre,"
hand Herman, played by John: - coordinated by the Operetta
feasibility of the present Code of Warner."
'; " "r
Productions class with the
Conduct and any changes that! . "The Most Happy Fella", is a cooperation of the Music and ,
might be made to make it more three-ac- t
typical musical comedy, Speech : departments; Past
y:
workable. .
balancing the comedy of Cleo and . productions have included "West :
The panel will consist of Dean Herman with the drama of Tony -- Side Story" in 76 and "Patience" in
Ken Plusquellec, faculty member and Rosabella. More comedy is ' 74. This year seven children from
John Russell alumna Dortie supplied by. two other ensemble- - the community are being used in
Gerrity, " and students Robert groups, a quartet and a trio, both . the show. - -': -Hoffman and Viki Brooks. They
male- : ' Tickets will go on sale to the
will each make a brief statement ":; "It is a very convoluted and general public Wednesday, April
about their opinion of the Code, heavy show with gorgeous music," 4 26. Those people who have
and then the discussion will be : ; observes David Fennema. He has subscriptions can pick up their
""
opened up to the audience.
found it difficult finding a happy tickets April
.

.-Work-

Knew What! They Wanted" by

have ; mouths,;-- . Bps, shoulders,
bellies, and feet and, like people,
they exude a kind of individual ' 7;
character ." :. .f."
7;.;
All pottery; animate. or "
otherwise, will be exhibited until S
"
May 14 at "Functional Ceramics

--nu-

Rehearsals for the musical "The
Most Happy Fella" by Frank
Loesser are now being held. The
David"
show will run May
Fennema of the Speech depart--.
(ment is directing and assisting him-are Deb Sauder, in charge of
technical, Liz . Barker, ; stage
manager assistant director,' Mimi
"Hedges, m charge of dance, and
Ann Peterle, in charge of chorus
and orchestra. Musical director is
Stuart Ling, assisted by Nancy
Buckingham, both Music t pro"
;
fessors.
,
The musical is based on the

:

r

;.

of - students, and

,

--

townspersbns have been reserved
places in the program. will be Karl Martz, r
an authorpotterteacher; Donald
MacKenzie of the Wooster art and .
education departments; studio
potters Karen Gunderman, Alan iriMyers, and Brian Van Nostrand;
'.
continued on page 5 ;
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Students admire the bowls, pitchers, jars and other useful items on display at "Functional Ceramics
1978." The exhibit will be in the Frick Art Museum through May 14.
- "
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Oh So Stats Daiice Co mpamy to Perform
'

The Ohio State Dance; Co.
directed by Vera Baine, will be
coming to McGaw Chapel on
Thursday, April 27th at 8:00 p.m., ;
and will be presenting a spring
concert series, sponsored by the :
Cultural Events Committee of

S.G.A.

Admission

University

to the
the-nationw-

ide

choeo-graphe-

"Terminal", an event that refers to
places it came from without
literally representing them.
"Inner Landscapes", choreographed by graduate student

rs

.

"Scenes from the opera

Orpheus", choreographed by
will be
Duncan circa
performed in McGaw. The dances '
included, range from the serenity
of the "Blessed Spirits" to the
1905-190- 7

playful; joy of The Cheribium",
culminating in the tormented rage
of "The Furies".

various planned projects. A wide
range of performing experiences
are scheduled and repertory is
selected to provide exposure to a
range of dance styles. An average
of
performanceas
are
.

25-3-

0.

period. Company members also
gain experience in administrative,
production and choreographic
responsibilities.

Patrick Relives 17th Century
t

A public lecture entitled
"Aspects of Baroque in Seventeenth Century Literature and Art"
will be given in the Lean Lecture
Room of Wishart Hal at The
College of Wooster on Wednes.

day, April 26, by J. Max Patrick,
Professor of English at the
University of Wisconsin- - Milwaukee, the lecture, sponsored by
the Department of English and the
Cultural Events Committee, will

begin at 8:15 p.m.
A widely recognized scholar of
renaissance
and seventeenth
century culture, Prof. Patrick has
years as
served for twnety-fiv- e
editor of the distinguished journal
Seventeenth Century News. He

has written extensively on
Shakespeare, Milton, Bacon,
Herick, and Herbert, as well as on
Utopias ancient and modern and on

baroque art. He is also a writer of
se'ence fiction.
Prof. Patrick was educated at the

University of Toronto and Balliol
College, Oxford. In a long career as
scholar and teacher, he has at
VQl IUU3 LUIies VKKIl IIUIIKU a ItllOW
w

iuviouyt

a

KJl

cont on pg 8
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- ' that has happened to Mary is that
own theatrical interests.
Last summer Mary had a she discovered a new arthropod,
professional internship with the Brachymetopus modosus, while
City park. "I
Great Lakes Shakespeare on a field trip to Lodi
a senior
Wilson,
it
showed
Mark
to
Festival. In reviewing her
experience, she commented that Geology major, and he did
she "was amazed to find the actors research on it and found that it was
in that company seemed to be shy a new species of trilobite."
living,
A proponent of co-eand introverted. People have
-- stereotypes of theater; they think ' Mary feels that "sections should be
'and not by foors-bu- t
of actors as 'shoW-offs- ,
but fbf 7
I'm in favor of program
these people the theater was the
place where they were able tocome living, for you need a common
ground to stand on. Living in
out of themselves."
Her special interests are in Douglass has been a good
Shakesperian and classical experience for me."
Mary's other activities at
theater. "Shakespearean theater is
such meaty theater. It's difficult for Wooster have included working at
women because there are not Boys' Village and playing at
many female roles. Women in Zeitgeist, where she tries to
Shakespeare theater are por- perform once a quarter. She is also
of Kappa Theta
trayed as strong creatures, rather
than being portrayed as frail and Gamma Society, a national theater
guild, although the KTG has not
simple."
For her senior LS. Mary wants to ... met for two years. Her musical
show called tastes lean towards appalachiarr '
do a
"Women of The Classics." "I want folk music, and her favorite is Doc
to center the show on "The Trojan Watson. She also has an
War", and have excerpts from appreciation for Wooster's new
plays with women who were Bluegrass band, which she feels
affected by the Trojan War. I would "have to be on a scale with
also like to have a chorus as they professional musicians."
After graduation Mary wants to
did in the Greek, Theater." She
wants to give her presentation on
McGaw Chapel with a fujl rnoon, so repertory theater, rotating several
Sihjws uuiuiy a wwn. iKyiuiu
look for this show next Spring.
really growing, and it also
Mary says she is realy sold on theater is
which will
of
lot
a
has
Wooster. She was influenced by satisfy my Shakespeare,
Mary is not
interests."
the number of Wooster's overseas
city,
programs, even though she has not set on going on any particular
York
New
have
"I
don't
claims
and
gone on any, for she does not want
Wherever
to miss any acting opportunities. "I stars in my eyes at all." go,
she will
decides
to
Mary
Beidler
think I would be happy anywhere.
in the eyes of her audience.
a
be
star
In theater you have to be a pretty
flexible person and this carries over

quarter she has been at Wooster,
and has also done tech work in the
theater.
She got her "inspiration for
theater when she once heard Bob
Hope say: "When there's a war,
first they call in the doctors, then
they call in the entertainment." It
stressed to her the need for
entertainment and its influence on
V't:":

people.
"I want to touch people's lives,"
says Mary. "Theater for me is a
kind of purgation, as well as for the
audience. It is especially fulfulling
when I examine a new character,
for I feel like Tm standing in
.someone else's shoes."
"Theater is art' intimate art."
People see characters' moving
around on stage and it is easier for
people to get caught up in the play,
more so than in a movie. It has more
impact than other visual arts."
Mary grew up on a Presbyterian
Church camp, where the staff was
made up or old sixties college
- "flower children". It exposed her to
the real simple values of the
culture, and she feels that she has
adopted these values herself.
"There is a dichotomy in my life, for
while I was raised with simple 60's
values, the theater world is sort of a
materialistic world-- a glamorous
kind of thing. I have a need for
simplicity as well as a need for the
high rife." Her parents were into,
theater in high school, which she
feels probably had an effect on her
:

"

I

d

teo-ed-

by-doo- rs.

v

.

vice-Preside-

nt

--

one-wome-

n

--

in life."
.

For Mary Beidler, theater is an intimate art.

Held
VVorkshoP
cont from pg

4
and William Hunt, potter and
Managing Editor of

Monthly.

Ceramics

"Exhibition Six," a show of work
by the six workshop participants,
will run concurrently with the
workshop in the Art Center.

--

,

One of the most unusual things

ARCH'S HIDDEN GARDEN
o Vegetarian Dinners Served

The Great American
. ESCAPE
Dream a little. Play a tittle, but most of alt, relax and enjoy!
We have hobbies and crafts for the whole family at family
'
prices. service - come in,
Take advantage of
our amazing line of
questions
out
and check
browse, ask
stock!
.

old-fashion- ed

Treasure House Hobbies
Phone 2 1 6264-- 3 1 33 236 W. Liberty St.

Flair Travel

Consultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.

Goingto Europe this
summer? It's not
too soon to start
planning!

Our specials: Fresh salads
Eggplant sandwiches
Taeos
'
Soy burgers
Araeados
Herbal teas
Smoothies and juices
O

We have meat, too!

Come see as at
131 N. Market

or Call us at

line

Newberry Library, and of the Fund
for the Advancement of Education.
He has also been Fulbright
Professor at the Centre dEtudes
Superieures dela Renaissance in
Tours and Visiting Professor at
Claremont Graduate School.

-

Anyone who frequents the
College -- of Wooster's theatrical
productions has certainly heard of
Mary Beidler. Mary, a junior, has
been in at least one play every

'V-?'--

,

,

Mary Beidler
by Mark Pierson

Company provides

Dance

performing opportunities for
advanced dancers selected by
audition from the undergraduate
and graduate student body in the
Department of Dance. The
company is part of the dance
major curriculum, and each
quarter the members receive

Barbara Boyd, refects the
contrasting sections of Alan
Hovaknesse's "Suite for Violin,
Percussion and Piano." It presents
a subtle and shifting landscape of acadmeic credit for participating in

.

-

.

resident

physicality and emotionalism.
The Ohio State University

the street. The" result is

and faculty members
Rosiland Pierson and Sheldon
Ossosky. Ms. Pierson has
choreographed a. new dramatic
work for the company set to
Geroge Crumb's "Music for a
Summer Evening." Mr. Ossosky
has contributed a livery and
amusing western flavored dance,
"Bits and Pieces", in which he has
matched the style and vigor of Tut
Taylor's bluegrass music with a
tongue and cheek ,dse of an
extroverted movement style
reminiscent of the music hall.
"Moods" by Anna Sokolow is a
work choregraphed in ten
sections. It is as the title suggests,
a dance based on moods. The
inspiration for this "work came
from the paintings of Paul Klee.
Doug Cummings, a graduate
assistant to Vera Blaine, has
choregraphed a dance using
patterns that he
movement
observed in places such as a

performance is free. '
This series is dedicated to
Isadora Duncan as part of
celebration of her
centenary year. At the beginning
of the twentieth century, Duncan
revolutionized the Art of Dance,
inspired by both the classical art of the Greek Civilization and the
Renaissance. Duncan created her
own dance which celebrates the
freedom of the body and the spirit.

.

laundromat, theater lobby, or on

The Company will also be
featuring works by Ohio State

--

CALL
264-650-

5
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The
Eatlhiskeleir
Now Op en 11 AM until. 1AM
.

THE CHUTE RATHSKELLER HAS BEEN
OPEN FOR A MONTH NOW, AND THE
CHUTE'S STAFF WOULD LIKE TO THANK

EVERYBODY

SOME PROBLEMS WE'VE HAD WITH THE
NEW EQUIPMENT, AND WE APPRECIATE IT.
YOU WANTED US OPEN FOR LUNCH SO
JMOW WE ARE, AND HERE'S OUR MENU.

FOR THE PATRONAGE

YOU'VE GIVEN US. YOU JIAVE TOLERATED

the

CliiLite's MecuM
Chute Pizza

Hot Italian Hams

Italian Sausage, Pepperoni,

Salami, Gappacola, Ham,
Pepperoni, Special Sauce,

Lettuce
Wjtti Tomato
With Cheese and Tomato

Cheeses, Served on an
English Muffin

$1.70
$1.80
$1.90

-

Ham With Am. Cheese,
Special Sauce, Lettuce
With Tomato

Cold Turkey

Sliced Turkey, Swiss Cheese,
Special Sauce, Lettuce"
;
;
Tomato
- ;

'

.

$1.50
$1.60

$1.39

Cold Clubhouse
Roast BeefTurkey, Ham,

Hot Corned Beef

"

Thinly Sliced Corned Beef,
Special Sauce, Lettuce, :
Swiss Cheese
;
With Tomato
Hot Roast Top Sirloin '
Sliced "Choice" Top Sirloin'
Special Sauce, Lettuce,

Layered With Swiss Cheese,
Tomato, Special Sauce,
Lettuce
Hot. Country Cousins v;
Corned Beef, Turkey,
Tomato, Swiss Cheese,
Special Sauce, Lettuce
.

$1.70
$1.80

$1.80
$1.90

With Swiss Cheese

Cheese Plate -

.

Provolone, Mozzarella,
Swiss, American Cheeses,

Pound
$L10

No Food Served After 12:30 AM

.5
-

r

$1.65

V2

--

7
1
:
Tomato, Lettuce, and
t'
Special Sauce
$1.25
All Sandwiches Except Pizzas Served
With Potato Chips, All Sandwiches Made
From Scratch.

$1.25

lA

Assorted Cheeses and Crackers

-.

Hot or Cold Cheese

'

Open Face Sloppy Joe
Served on Muffin
With American Cheese

$1.70

-

.-

Tomato

Hot Chute Burger

"
.

(for two)
1

-

Hot Ham and Cheese

'

99P

..

Pound

:

$1.95

or After 8 PM on Tuesday Night.

LAST CALL 12:40 AM
State Law Requires That All Beer Be Consumed By

1

AM and Tables Cleared.

A LUNCHEON ALTERNATIVE
cow
f

the Chute
Rathskeller
416 E. Liberty
DOWNTOWN
vy vaso

icn

3-- 5

PM

'DAILY;''

TUESDAY
IS ALL DAY
BASH

3

s

I
i

8

3

6
W2'&3 iHTHS
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The Internationalist

;;

Iriternat'l

Club Meets
on television or radio or were "northern" products like fruit and

by Alkis Papdemetriou

-

Council of Europe at its

Babcock Offers Diversity
1

"residents' will be added to the
efforts, the program, and the life of
the International House.
If you have sensed a feeling of
togetherness among - Babcock
residents, yoy. might not have
realized that little of that existed at
: the beginning of the year when
everyone was new; and that it took
the efforts of each resident toward
developing a mutual respect which
to lead to the beginnings of
community and comfortableness
'
among residents at this vtime of
- year. Becoming a part of the
people and. program through
Babcock International House
adds a new
and influencial
dimension
to one's learning
experiences at the College.
Space in Babcock International
cont on pg 8

by Dorothy J. Knaver
Have you heard that it is
f impossible to be admitted to
i Babcock Internationa House and
that only those who can prove
- their world citizenship or can
S speak three languages fluently can
five here? Consequently, have you
' decided not to apply to five in
Babcock next year? Well,
reconsider it! '
There are many misconceptions
held by ; people in the College
community about program house
residences, and about Babcock
International House in particular.
The 75 upperclass men and
women who applied and were
admitted to five in Babcock this
past year have very few general
. traits in common. Some of them
are foreign students, studying for
one to four years in the United
States,. Some . are American
students " whose families live
abroad.- - Others are American
students " who have travelled,-studieor fived abroad. Some are
students who have never been
outside the United States--or even
, the
Some speak no
other languages than English; a '
few speak four languages fluently.
Residents living in Babcock can
':. probablyclaim to represent

i

-

-

t

-

.

t

Wtrasbourg,
November
The purpose of the
round table was to evaluate what
has been achieved so far since the
CSCE met in Helsinki in August
1975 and what remained to be
done, notably in the framework of
the Belgrade Conference which
was to report for the first time on
the state of application of the Final
Act negotiated in Helsinki. The
in- -

3-- 4.

.

Belgrade Conference began
October 4 and is still in progress.
The members of the club wish to
focus attention on actual or
potential progress rather than
delays and setbacks in regard to
detente.
"'

.

The club was established

in

October 1976 to bring together
journalists from all the countries

signatory to the Helsinki

agreement who would have
enough standing and authority in
their own branch of the media to
obtain space in newspapers or time

.

.

headquarters

' the--'

Deputy relations with, our allies and a
working understanding with the
n
Affairs in the U.S. Soviet Union. In addition, we are
Department of State was the guest dealing with the recent realization
speaker for Wednesday's that the United States is not
and therefore has no
convocation. His topic was "U.S.
Policy in South Africa". Straus has intention of a unilateral policy in
been in office for two years and in South Africa.
"What we want to see are some
that
time has dealt with the
collectively majors from every
fundamental changes in their
along
situation
Africa
inSouth
with
department at the College.
, other African concerns."
society," said Straus. However he
What do Residents of Babcock
emphasized the fact that realizes that this is a difficult
Straus
have in common with one another the U.S. policy in South Africa is a
.. - at the beginning of the year? There
complicated, long-terprocess' SSl WS1I IVWU1 U IIIUUCI JJUOI
are several things (although not and is affected by many other B4KAUU
thereby affecting small changes
the ones people most commonly
policies and forces. The over a longer period of time. The
domestic
assume): an interest in living with policy toward South Africa
doesn't greatest force for change has got to
- men and women from all different
vacuum,"
occur
in
a
Straus come from within," Straus added.
in explained. He pointed
, backgrounds; - an, interest
out
that "Foreign terms are not necessarily
sharing and learning ideas about
the best vehicle for social change."
Watergate,
since
the
close
v the state of the world and its
relationship
The United States government
between
the
executive
ly,
culturally, and
is hoping for a peaceful resolution
legislative
and
of
branches
the
i. socially, and a commitment to help
government makes it hard to carry of South African difficulties in order
"implement andor create out
any policy at variance with the to avoid civil war. Efforts include an
programs of international focus for Congress.
to Straus attempt at promoting communithe campus. Involvement of there is a According
in cation between blacks and whites,
concern
current
Residents includes everything from Congress that what we are doing in development assistance, refugee
planning, a contemporary issue '
assistance - and an exchange
Africa is not quite right.
preside discussion, to helping with South
Other factors that directly or program which brings South
program publicity, to helping to indirectly
our policy in South African professors and trade union
"wash dishes after a meal. Africa areaffect
of nuclear leaders to the US. for discussion
the
Programming this yearr armament, Theissues
Equal
Rights and training and send speakers to
approximately 3 programs per
legislation, our policy toward aid to South Africa to talk about
week), is shaped almost entirely by underdeveloped
countries, our problems and possible solutions.
those living in the House or by efforts
Straus realizes that the
to
support
a healthy,
'anyone living outside Babcock
American people are impatiently
prospering
American
economy,
Svho is interested in becoming
and an effort to maintain our close awaiting answers to the problems
involved.
There" are an approximately
'equaL number of sophomores,
Juniors and seniors fiving in
Babcock, and the program is not
UlncfT-

."Director

-

Straus'

.of the Office of

Inter-Africa-

mid-wes- t.

all-powerf-

ul,

-

m

Vfuture-polincal-

-
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-
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:
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y
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24 Hour Coin-O- p
Dry Cleaning

': 'C

Laundry.
8-4:-

15

According "to

the

report, milk will absorb about 42
percent of the total price support in
1978, compared with only IS
percent for Mediterranean
.

products-fruit- ,
vegetables, wine,
chairman, Jean tobacco, and olive oil.
Schwoebel, diplomatic editor of,
FRANCE NUMBER THREE IN
the Paris newspaper, Le Monde, is
SEA POWER?
assisted by a committee of six
-- The British publication "Jane's
r
members all elected for a
Fighting Ships," says the French
term. '
The Committee plans to hold navy is able to claim truly
two meetings a year in different worldwide deployment. Although
countries, ' in collaboration with the Freeh navy is smaller than
journalists associations in the host Britain's it is present in the world's
country.
most strategic seas, notably ihe
Mediterranean Sea and the Indian
EC FARM INEQUITIES
Ocean, something Britain has no
"'
A new crisis for the European' longer tried to do.
Community is beginning to loom in
EC HAS ITS OWN FUNDS .
the Mediterranean, according to
the European Parliament Report.
The European Community (EC)
On January 10, the Community's has begun the new year with funds
Agricultural Committee voiced from a budget of its own. The funds
strong criticism on the way farmers for 1978 are to total $15 million
s
in Southern Europe are being dollars.
of the sum is
treated.
coming automatically from a
The report contains significant
tax; the rest is being raised
statistical evidence that the from trade in products imported
farmers of Southern France and from third countries.
IN GREECE SHIPPING
the poorest in the
GROWTH CONTINUES
Community-argetting
It is possible that, during 1978,
raw deal out of the
Community's
AgriCommon
Greece may overtake the United
cultural Policy (CAP). Price Kingdom as third in the list of the
support expenditure is going to world's major shipping nations.
This possibility is suggested by a
recent study carried out on behalf
of the Ministry of Merchant Marine
in Athens, based on information
from the Lloyds Register of
Shipping.' V
in South Africa. However the
The study shows that, following
process is slow - and more a percentage
increase for the year
complicated than most people
greater than that of any other
understand. He indicates that we shipping country except Liberia,
need "knowledge about the Greece rose to fourth place (from
adversaries, not just righteous
iikijwi
ui Li wc uoi vn uk
anger" in order to deal with the mm
shipping nations during the period
situation successfully.
1st July 1976to30June 1977. At the

States.
The clubs'

--

two-yea-

'--i

.

--

Two-third-

value-adde- d

Italy-amon-

g

e

an-increasi-

ngly

v

.

latter date, following a 4.5 percent

total tonnage, there
Improvement on increase
under the
were 3,310 ships
(each with a total
Greek
J!.iiE?J2. Annual Assured tonnage of more than gross

"

-

.

vegetables.

S. African Situation Discussed

'1

d,

.
BEALL AVE
ECO NOW ASH
.
(Just North of th Collage)

responsible for following diplomatic affairs, particularly those
covering the Helsinki agreement.
There are now members from 29
countries,., including the United
.

EUROPEAN JOURNALISTS
CLUB
A European Journalists' Club
has been formed to permit a wide
ranging exchange of views on the
implementation of the Final Act of
the Conference of Security and
Coopeation in Europe (CSCE).
"The journalists met jointly with
the Parliamentary Assembly of the

Pczh
Camera Shop

IN THE RAMAOA INN

-

Do Your Winter Photos
With Pikes Peak Camera Shop

ji

fan

sailing

flag

100

registered tons), totalling

cont from pg 2

29,420,000 g.r.t.
The United Kingdom, in third
place after Liveria (79,350,000
g.r.t.) and Japan (40 ,230,000 g.r.t.),
had 3,613 vessels with a total
tonnage of 31350,000 g.r.t This
followed a decline over the yeaf in
.''
question by 0.1 percent. .
If current trends continue,
therefore, it is calculated that
Greece would capture third place
in the list from the U.K. during the

money. In addition, much better
coverage of previously deprived
clubs and departments will be
present.
Prominent personnel on this
year's staff are Business Manager
Barb Hubler,

Editors

co-Phot- o

Joan Blanc hard and Dave Scott,
and Artist Carey Pelto whose work
will appear throughout the Index.
Jennifer Grant is doing the
coverage of clubs and faculty, and

year 1978.

Luann McCleranis is in charge of
seniors. Although the staff is much
larger than last year, Jim still needs
people to help make the many
deadlines that will come up this
quarter. Tm sure there's people
qualified who could help out," Jim
stated,, "we need people for

everything from
darkroom work."

T

Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North

layout to

262-586-

6

.

CITY
NEW S
S. Market

I

262-515-

1

Magazine?

Newspapers

Greeting Cards

Smoke Shop

Strtet
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India Week Hosted Here
;

:

by Mark Pierson

,

'

'

0 Wednesday's .convocation

The College of Wooster wfll
week
hosting Wooster-In-Indifrom Sunday April 23 through
Saturday April 29. There will be
slide shows, lectures, movies, and
a dinner to bring an awareness of
the culture of India to the college
community. Representatives from

.'

a

Respondents are Stephen Beyer,

wfll.

J.GArapura, a Professor University of Wisconsin, and
be feature
of Comparative Religion and. Bibhuti Yadava, Temple

at McMaster

Philosophy

University, Canada. His topic

.

wfll

University. There wfll be a preview
of the film "Four Religions" at

:'
and" 11:00.
wfll be a
session
The
afternoon
On
Perspectives
Transcendence:
panel on values and social change.
Faith In A Pluralistic World."
Wooster Religion professor Braj
to.
been
have
who
Two students
explains the conference wfll
Sinha
Ewing on the Wooster program,
. the Great Lakes College Scott Nieman, Philosophy major, be asking "Does industrialization
J Association
and several major and Jean Sullivan, Economics have to be a negation of tradition
universities will be participating in major, wfll be presenting a slide CT do they go hand in hand?" The
these events, which are open to all show Thursday night at 8 in the topics of this final session wfll be
members of the college Babcock Lounge.-Th- ey
wfll be considering this question:
community .
.
in "Religious Values and Social
experiences
discussing their
The week wfll begin with the India and their reactions to them. Change in Modern India",;
.
dinner,
annual Wooster-In-lndiFriday and Saturday a number ."Tradition and . Modernity in
which wfll be held Sunday night of notable scholars wfll be at Economic Development of India,
between 5:30 and 7:00 in Mackey Wooster to speak on various and "Value Conflicts and Political
HaH. Indian members of the
topics relating to Indian studies; Change in Modem India". A filnv
Wooster community wfll prepare Vivian Holliday wfll open the preview of "Writings on Sand" wfll
native dishes from India and plenary session at 4:00 Friday be at 2:30 and the conference will
these wfll be served in a buffet,
afternoon, 2nd J.G. Arapura wfll conclude at 3:00. '
eat style. Tickets for this discuss the topic of "Why Indian - Mr. Sinha feels the conference is
event may be purchased at Lowry Studies?". At 5:15 a film will be "an excellent opportunity for
Center front desk Last years ' shown, ."Through the Eyes of a faculty and students nto have
exposure to another way of life,
dinner was a major success and Painter- this year's menu promises to be
A Panel on "Religion and Art in another way of relating to one's
even better.
India" wifl beoin at 7:00. with Gary self. We are fortunate to have
Following the dinner wfll be an SchwindJer of Ohio University as some of the best U.S. scholars of
evening of Indian dance and Chairperson. Topics to be Indian Studies visiting the college. I
music which wfll be provided by discussed wfll include the Ajanta see this as a continuation of the
Ahame Bahar , an Indian dancer caves,
in college's committment to Indian
from Cleveland. Indian dance has India", "Spiritual Sources of Studies which we are in the
been traditional for many Moghal Painting", and Icono- process of reinstating. We also
centuries and 'this particular, graphy of Moghal Painting". The wish to thank Babcock
dancer wfll provide an insight into - session wfll conclude with a film International House which has
this art. No admission is being preview of the movie "Khauraho" been assisting us in preparation."
charged for this entertainment and at 10:00 there will be a
which wfll take place in Mateer reception for conference
Auditorium at 7:30.
participants in - the - Babcock
Wooster has had a special lounge.
relationship with Ewing Christian
Saturday's session begins at
College in Allahabad, India for.
viitii-panel ore "Contempo- - c
9:00
honored
been
years
many
andhas
r'
Thought", with Larry
Indian
to have a visiting professor, rary
College, as
Oberlin
Shinn.
at
Stephen,
Jody Pinto,- - visiting sculptor '.'
Chandralehka
Wooster this year. She wfll be Chairperson. Topics being from Philadelphia, spoke about
. concluding her lecture series on presented are "Conception of her work' yesterday at Lean
F-of Indian Man in
the "Development
Lecture Room and wfll :. give .
'o's another
Aurobii
Sri
in
Literature' on Tuesday afternoon
presentation of her art
at 4:15 in Babcock Lounge. Her Thought", and "Contemp ary today, at -- Women's Table in
topic wiH be "Image of India In Trends in Indological Studies in Lowry 247, 248, and .249 at noon
Philosophy and Religion". for an interested. In her work as an
Contemporary Fiction'.
urban environmental artist she
,
gives form to a particular
environment, be it an abandoned
cityiot or a demolition site. She
excavates a site, creating a new
cont from pg 7
residents are very willing to talk environment bom out of her
by
any
unlimited
House is not
who desires to hear personal controntation with a
means. However, if you have an with anyone
".
their experience in
about
more
interest in participating as a Babcock. Applications for BIH can feeling and one that, whfle :r
for
history,
allows
reminiscent of
resident Babcock International
Morrison the viewer's involvement with the- - House for next year, do not fail to be picked up from Carol
of the
apply merely on the grounds of in the Dean's Office. The' work through
is April 28.
deadline
application
:'''
space.
"competition"! This year's
be

-
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"Buddhist-Iconograph-

Culture of India visits Wooster April

23-2- 9.

YOUR ATTENTION PLEASE!
WE'RE MAKING MANY CHANGES AT

COMMERCIAL
BAN KIN
TRUST COMPANY

a

--

&

)

.

ONE CHANGE IS OUR NAME
WE'RE NOW...

BabcockOff crs Diversity

'

-

,

CENTRAL TRUST
COMPANY OF WAYNE

re-explorati-

COUNTY- -

d

:

'

THE

the-goo-

"olu-tionis- m

Neo-Vedanta- ",

WITH YOU, OUR COLLEGE
CUSTOMERS, IN MIND!

All

Woman Artist
Prpcpnfc; Wnrk

--

--

--

' THE

y

reasons you had for banking at Commercial,

are now at CENTRAL TRUST of Wayne

County....downtown Wooster and College Hills Shopping
Center. Same fine people; same local service in a personal
and friendly manner.

--

Prof. Patrick to Lecture
..

cont from pg 5

He has held teaching positons at

the University

Oxford,

School.

on

Jody Pinto attended the: "r

Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine .''
Arts and is a graduate of
Philadelphia CoHege of Art. A
versatile person, she is involved
with WOAR (Women Organized
Against Rape) which she started

.

The lecture is open to the public
of without charge and wfll be followed

nf-'-- Z'

Currently she teaches and Saji
Prince:
Manitoba,
' doing projects at the University of
College-CUNand
HaU
by
ton, Queens
a reception in Wishart
Guelph in Canada. Don't miss the '
New York University Graduate honoring Prof . Patrick.
opportunity to enrich your
t
YtV'f Men of wisdom speak' ' ' " ' ' '
I knowledge of art today; come iq E r,
The fundamental idea of good ia that it consists in preserving life, in 1 the Women's table today at noon J (
favoring it, in Wanting to bring it to its highest value; and evfl consists in ana mcei arnsi ioay nnio.
SUNY-Buffal-

Of

1972.

o,

Y,

f--

n

141 North Walnut St.

DAY and
NIGHT BANK

mi

and
i

i

etj.

at Portage

destroying life, doing it injury, hindering its development.
Dr. Albert Schweitzer
ABORTION FACTS
The fact that a fetus depends on the placenta for life and can't survive
independently doesn't nullify its existence as a human being.
n diabetic is wholly dependent on insulin, but that doesn t make nun less
thuman.
Rnurd NatluimniL M. D
St. Luke's Women's Hospital, New York

Anyone who performs a therapeutic abortion is either ignorant of
modern medical methods or is unwilling to take time to use them.
R. J. Hefferman, MJX
- , Tufts University, Boston
- '
United States House of Representatives
WAYNE COUNTY RIGHT
9
.
Box' 835, Wooster, Ohio

.'

-T-

-

-

-

V.

THE

PART

--

O-LIFE

SHOP

264-528-

-

'

.

.

or call"

: EMPAC Emergency Pregnancy Aid

.-

Central Trust affiliation to practical use;
Our state-wid- e
modernizing our main office; and installing the Day and
Night Electronic Bank Tellers are all ways of improving our
servic to You, on campus!

1-419--

1372

-

--

J
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X
Sop(in Cantar
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Hackett - is missed Incidently,"
Hackett has released a solo album
'Please Dont Touch" on which

by Mark Pierson"
There are not many bands in
ck music today ; who could
jstain the toss of both their lead
jnger Peter Gabriel) and then-aguitarist (Steve Hackett) and
ill sell, out Richfield Coliseum.
hat is even more amazing is the
ct that Genesis has never:
placed these members; except"
r guest rnusicianswho tour with
"
eband.
v
I Their new album
..And Then
here Were Three" appropriately"
us me story, i ne wr remauun3
embers of the .band! Mike
.

H,INm:

mauj1(.hMri::--- :

There are a variety of songs on
the album, dealing with themes
such as the hopeless life of a drunk
(Say It's Alright Joe) and a cowboy
who oets killed by Indians on a
FUHaH of BiaY. There
i0
cuts which seem to
but yet
approximate

d

r

:--:

'o

a,0

pop-rock- ",

:

well-produc-

.

--

--

!

Genesis style (Follow
yFollow Me. and Many Too
Manu. The album is
and the songs are arranged in such
Genesis
a way so that both d
fans as well as other listeners will'
enjoy it.- -z"'- fetain

ft

11

ed

jutherford (bass guitars), Phil
ollins (percussion, vocals), and ;
any Banks (keyboards), have had
individually make up for the loss
rOn the band's recent concert
personnel. Rutherford's guitar ; tour several changes were mader
lork is adequate, but Hackett's Phil Collins shaved off his beard,'
.fluence is definitely missing, most .Daryl .Steurmer was the guest
Stably, i in t? the1;- writing and ; guitarist replacing Hackett, and for .
rangement of music. once they did not play "Supper's
The .musk on" their latest LP ' Ready". They. - opened - with'
presents a departure from their "Eleventh Earl of Mar and the
iual ; stylized, cpmpostkms, yet , show went uphill from there, the."
tains elements of previous concert beginning late at 9:45 and
forts. Rutherford's bass fines on Genesis playing for three straight.
Down and Out are reminisent of hours." One highlight was "The
e "Lamb - Lies" Down Orr Fountain of Salmacis', from the LP
LP and The Lady ' "Nursery Cryme, during which '
Steurmer unl eased a torrent of
ight find on "Nursery Cryme or ;guitar chords and brought the
'
foxtrot' Kke. ;
;"
audience to its feet.
die-har-

I

.iV'

-

-

--

.

Genesis still managed to sell out their concert at the Richfield CoIIiseum after losing lead singer
;
Peter Gabriel and lead Guitarist Steve Hackett.
"..'..

Gbhcert Choir Will Perform Schubert

.

1

--

.

,

J-oadw-

ay",

'-

"

-.

'

.

The fivel soloists that will be
include two women
featured
'
'
This Sunday the College of
men. .The two sopranos,
Wooster Concert Choir will be Cathryn Frazier and Erin Oliara
giving a concert that is the spring, are both voice performance majors
quarter tag to the Franz Schubert here at Wooster. David Wittmer '
Commemorative Festival that was and David Young will be singing the
celebrated here during the winter. tenor v and bariton parts,
The program for the April 23 respectively. They too are voice
concert, which is at 8:15 p.m. in majors. The other tenor, Kim
McGaw Chapel, will be Schubert's
Mass in E Flat and features along
with the - Concert Choir, five
'"
soloists and a full orchestra.
- ' The Wooster Concert Choir is
the college's largest vocal group,

Palmer, is a graduate in fine arts of
Earlham College and is originally
from California.

by Lisa Vickery

and-thre-

e

Like the choir's previous
Creation concert, production
.

expenses dictate an admission
charge of $2 for students and $3 for
adults, but also like their earlier
concert this ought to be a small
price of pay for such excellent

:

"

.

.

music.

"The Cinema Show", "Squonk"
pm previous albums is' the and "Dance On a - VolcanoLos
limber - of v songs and their
During the latter, guest
spective, ; lengths. There are Endos"
Chester Thompson and
drummer
even cuts on- - the 'albums,
Phil Collins displayed their playing
Rope, is versatility, in a
Jd only
e
drum
rer seven minutes long. This is , .solo which can only be described as comprised of approximately 100 -- invoices taken from the student 'mewhat of an improvement, for
th,e faculty of the college and
body,
jey
jpccasionauy,
,eft tr stage, returning after a very the community at large. Under the
pesis has,
Wives get in a groove and st)ncd
CTOwd
freaks direction of Dale Moore, Professor i
brought them back for an encore. i. of 1 Music, the Choir
vjrllZr,"
J
ZZ
. has
ff
required
Vind and Wuthenng
Rnow What ,
th 5 - concentrated on performing large
LSi2
;
.
bre extensive listening to accept.
.
;
scale-worlike
Poulenc:
the
,
...
.
e criucism. wiik.ii mui u
"
;
Gloria of last year and Haydn's
ie ts tne excessive reuance on
.Creation earlier this year. ly. Banks to comehrough. At .
The Schubert Mass in E Flat is - .
it appears - s it only
Vvboards, bass arid drums are
another one of the classical music"
.. "greats". This piece was one of
.ing played, and this is where
Schubert's latest works, com-pos-ed
The bird you atw here is kniwn
just a few months before his
as a Puffin. A smal thouehtul
deathin 1828.1tisthesixthandfinal
Iceland. One erf the
resident
this program fat
L.CS. presents
first things young Puffins
setting he wrote for the Mass. His I attempt ;
to 1 explore these
learn to do is fly
use of woodwinds arid brass in the
atively new scientific arguments,
Beinninj.Aprilll97a
. ;
I
orchestra parts add a darkness to
il fly any youth
a. continuing effort to make
'
(Puffin or person) between
the Mass in E Flat, particularly
portant new developments in all
years old mundtnp
- since there is no part for either the
ademic areas available to the
from New York to Luxem
llege.
bourg fur just $400. $430
of piccolo,
: .'
from Cracagoi Return
Saturday, April 29th, Myer's
bckets are good kir
a ful year, rare
iuse will be sponsoring a Gestalt
subietl to
brkshoD y for - all interested
will
js
topics
Discussion
dents."
'ludecfc r blocks to .creativity, jl
3er, crises incoDegeJife,"and tS
ntity. Sign-usheet is at
4&
:': ;
5
nter front desk.
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part of their opponents,

by Deb Berg

'; Gordon's fellow freshmen Audi
Wynn (4) and Loraine Wilder
(5) also beat their Raider
opponents with relative ease,

--

Coach Doc Sexton's netters particularly' Mount Union ' on
.';
carved two more notches into Wednesday.
v
singles
Geary
Ann
1st
Scottie
their racquet handles this past
,
'
week as they easily put away appeared to have a few difficulties
during
her match with Mount's
Mount Union and Akron
University, sweeping both by their Mary Ann Murtzer, a Wooster
native, but was able to control the
margin.
"customary"
The Scotties, presently riding Purple Raider well enough to finish
victory.
the crest of a 4 match winning with a
'
streak, have won all 36 individual - - In the same vein, 2 player Pam
Hampton continued her superb
matches contested thus far.
- Due
to cold and blustery winds play, taking Meigs by the'
during both matches, the Scotties' comfortable margin of
Nina Gordon (3) topped Haplin
low hard net game tended to force
a great many lobbing errors on the - of Mount by the same score.

producing

"

-

King-Rigg- s

continued her tremedously steady
play, turning back Elausky, , 6-6-0-

-

2.

7-- 5

6-- 3,

6-- 2

6-- 2,

-

--

.

.

--

-

..

C At doubles, the Scotties
continued to , dominate Mount
Union with Cleary - Hampton (1st
:
doubles) battling to a
victory, followed by a
decision by Gordon - Wynn (2nd

6-- 2.

6-- 3,

6-- 3

6-- 1,

6-- 3

.

9-- 0

--

Scot Baseball Splits Pair With O.N.U.
.

-

--

1-- 0

.

2-- 1

--

.

.

.

Scottie Track Growing
by Nancy K. Reeves
The College of Wooster

Women's Track Club has begun
their fourth season with several
winning events. The first major '
victory for the Scottie runners
came early in the quarter when
they acquired their first coach, Jim
from Clinton, Ohio. A
graduate of Lorain Community
College and Akron University with
a Bachelor's degree in Physical
Education, Jim is now a Master's
candidate at Akron U. His past
coaching experiences came from
Lorain Community College where
he helped with the men's cross
.country team and "also from
Rittman High School where he has
been working with women's track.
A second major victory came
with the visit of gold medal Olympic
track runner, Madeline Manning
Jackson, who shared with the team
seme of her enthusiasm and talent
at a recent track clinic Sponsored
Rook,

byWAA.
These two events in combination with a desire to compete in
track and field events have brought
together a team of 26 determined
women who are training for
everyting from the shot-pu- t
and
discus throw to the
race.
Competing in the sprints (100- yds.-,
relays) will be Ann
Fisher, Patricia Roberts, Jennifer
Reed, Marina McGrew, and Nancy
Reeves. Middle distance sprinters
2-mi-

880 yds.) will include

(440-yds- .,

.

:

,

...

--

;

-

tri-me- et

.

le

220-yds- .,

Rachel Heyse, Jodie BaD, and Irene
Korsak. Helen Wilson, Judi Miller,
Rachel, Amy Irvine, and Sally Carr
will be giving their "alTin the longer
distance runs (land 2 miles). In the
field, Charlotte Reed, Debt Berg,
and Marina McGrew will be
throwing the weights (shot and
discus), and Nancy, Charlotte and
Jennifer will compete in the long
jump. Penny Anderson, will be
jumping hurdles for the Scotties.
Debbie Schwirm, Marta Rodgers,
Linda Walsh, Anne Hering and Pat
Wentzel will also be competing.
Although, the Scotties are
restricted to club status, their
schedule will include several
varsity, teams such as Kenyon
(April 19) and possibly Ohio
Wesleyan in May. The Scotties
hope to be given varsity status in
'
the next couple of years.
The competition schedule for
the Scotties this month includes a
trip to Akron, Friday, April 21, for a
against Akron University
and Walsh College. The following
Wednesday, April 26, the Scotties
will travel to Oberlin for their third
meet of the season.
If you have a desire to help the
Women's Track Club but cannot
run and you have several hours of .
time you can spare, there is need
for a dedicated person to work with
Coach Rook on timing and keeping
statistics for the team. Please
contact Nancy Reeves ext. 359,
J
box 2558, if interested.

--

and Hampton extinguished

'

6-- 0,

2

.

whipped

Airier,:

w!

6-- 1

6-- 2,

Hampton easily took her match
, I
1,
at the 2 slot.,
' Sexton's , trio of talent
freshmen continued to p
beautifully. Nina Gordon won t
at 3 singles. Audi Wynn v
true to her name at the fourth s;
with a
victory and Lqraj
Wilder, put her, opponent av.
I
margin.
with a
- Fran Kielbowicz, Sexton's o
senior on the squad, followed s
drubbing of t
with a
Akron opponent.
The Scotties, after facing a bi
week with Muskingum a
Kehyon,' travel to Ottert
tomorrow for a 10:00 match.
6-- 1

--

,

6-- 1

6-- 1

6-- 1,

6-- 2

6-- 1,

6-- 0,

.

6-- 1

the winner, and allowed five hits,
and five walks while striking out six Akron's hopes by finishing off the
and the match at
set at
Scots.
(Gordon-Wynn- )
V
.2
No
The
and
proved
nightcap
The
to be a
pairs won
3
No.
battle until the top of the 15th, i
. when - Dave King walked, stole
second and finally scored on a
BASEBALL vs. Wittenberg (2) at home Sat., Apn 22, 1 p.rj
single by Mike Treadway.
;
vs. Ohio Northern at nome Tues., Apr. 25,3 p.m.
in"
'. I
first
Bears
The Polar
scored
the bottom of the fourth, but the MEN'S TENNIS at Oberlin. for Great Lakes Colleges Associati.'
Championships Fri. and Sat., Apr. 21 and 22; vs. Oberlin aw!
Scots tied it, one-al- l in the seventh,
"
Tues., Apr. 25.
'.
on a single by Lou Valentic, a
Kenyon
away Sat., Apr. 22
MEN'S
vs.
LACROSSE
fielder's choice by Nelson Glover
and singles by Crawford and Mike GOLF at Bowling Green for AH - Ohio championships Fri. and
- :
Apr. Zl and 22.
Riffee (RBI). .
v
Mike
Knox
went 13
Freshman,
at OK
Wesleyan - Sat., Apr. 22; vs. Oberlin away Wed. Aprr 2
innings for Wooster, fanning nine,
- - ",
walking five and allowing one RUGBY vs. John CarroD away Sat:, Apr 22.
earned run on eight hits. Bob WOMEN'S TENNIS vs. Otter bein away Sat., Apr., 22; vs. Oberl
' Tues., Apr. 25.
McFadden relieved Knox and got WOMEN'S
whiffing
vs.
LACROSSE
Wesleyan
Ohio
the win,
three, walking
and Earlham at Oh
Wesleyan Sat., Apr. 22; vs. Denison at home Thurs., Apr. 27 4 p.r
none and allowing one hit in two
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL vs. Lorain Community College at hon
innings of action.
.
'
Thurs., Apr. 27, 4 p.m., Freedlander Park. ."We had excellent pitching in
; WOMEN'S TRACK vs. Akron away
Morgan
games,"
said,
Coach
both
Frt Apr. 21, vs. Oberlin awg
.
"
Wed., Apr. 26.
j
"and we played good defense. We
..fjust didn't get any key ruts."
The .Scots now lead the
conference in pitching with an
Scoring twice in the bottorn
by Deb Berg
overall 1.88 ERA, and fielding, with
the 7th, Wooster threatened to
past five years, Wooster
For
the
a .962 percentage.
:
as they loaded the bases, but fa;
Scottie Softball players have been
to push the needed runs acre
title
under
of
competing
the
"club
Five Wooster pitchers stand in
Scottie hitting came through v.
And,
for
past
team"
the
three
10
pitching
top
of
the
the OAC
homers by Horth ' and Re
stats. Freshman, Tim Raff el is' years, they have been fed the line
Mickley, along with 3 for 3 an
third in the conference with a 0.93 "maybe next year..." when
for 4 performances by Pat Bu
undergoing
efforts to obtain
ERA, followed by Bob McFadden,
.
and Marv Janes Keuc
.
who is - fourth (1.06). Mike varsity status.
respectively. Wilkinson also adc;
One of the criteria for becoming
Girimont stands eight (1.88), Mike
single and a double.
availability
a
is
varsity
of
the
Knox is ninth (2.8) and Russ
opponents. Unfortunately, due to
On Saturday, Wooster pac!
Crawford, is 10th with a 2.30.
up and travelled to
Besides Basilone, several other the collegiate - split in interest
University, the first of
and
players are benched with injuries. between fast
scholarship opponents, In addit:
there is
Mike Girimont is out for a week slow (high scoring) pitch,
'
to the rivals superior skills,
with a strained Achilles' tendon not ai endless supply of
seemed to be one of those dz
and Jim Herold suffered a hand ' competition. (Though one
injury in Saturday's game. Mark wonders if variety of opposition is ' every team has (yes, Virginia, ev
the Yankees have their off days
Edwards broke his nose and cheek important, as neither Men's nor
where Miami could do no wro
bone during practice last week and Women's Lactose plays a large
and the Scotties could do pitift
Jeff Kohler is expected to be out number of different Ohio
little right as the Redskins swep
CoDeges.)
for two weeks with mononu"
30-24-:
doubleheader,
But
Scotties
the
have
fun
;
a
do
cleosis.
- Wooster, at this point in t
Despite the injuries, the Scots schedule, including ' three
season, in even greater need I
are looking for a good game scholarship schools, which may,
starting pitchers than the Indiar!
Saturday, when they meet visiting or may not have a bearing upon
was unable to give '' Wilkinsi
Wooster's performances.
Wittenberg in a twinbin.
much of a breather as she wouj
Last Thursday- ,- the Scotties
up taking a beating for most of t i
hosted Akron - University at
days 14 innings." The offenl
Freedlander Park. Despite a fairly
game, including two
needless to say, was unspe
'
Scottie homeruns, the Wooster ".. tacular. . S .'
:
Though
Women lost, 11-understandab
Before your earnLosing pitcher Trish Wilkinson " discouraged by' the. Mian
ings run dry start
."marathon', the "Scotties reali
a rough time getting started as
had
saving. You 11 find
she was tagged for eight runs in the ;. they must bounce back quickly
that your money
they face Kent State (scholarsh!
first two innings. Pat Horth came
grows with leaps
school, and last - year's sta
on in the fourth to finish off the
and bounds when
'
' "
chamo)
saving
becomes
game.
'
7-- 6,

--

6-- 1.

(Wilder-Gallowa-

y)

This Week's Scot & Scottie Snorts Actid

,

v.

--

-

:

;

'-

throw was wild, and the Polar
Bears had a man on base. He was
their, fourth consecutive then sacrificed to second and
doubleheader Saturday. The scored on a triple that dropped on
and went the chalkline. . ;
Scots lost the opener
Basilone was taken out of the
15 innings to nip the Ohio
in the game with a leg injury, but should
Northern Polar Bears
return to action Saturday. nightcap.
,
' -Scot hurler Russ Crawford got
In the opener, teams stood
scoreless until the last of the' the loss, his first in six decisions,
seventh when Tim Bas Hone's leg while giving up - only two hits,
buckled under him as he was walking one and fanning six.
Northern's Jeff Schwerer was
throwing a ground ball to first. The

'

4-- 1

5--

6-by identical
margins.
Once Wooster took the cov
for the singles matches, t!(
immediately took control. Nc
singles Cleary, an Akron natl

-

'

.

5.

.

.

.

.

--

"--

.--..

1

--

'-

1

-,

-

.

Softball Team Drops ,Two at Miarr.

"

.

.

"

-

.

.

'

(low-scorin-

g)

.

:

'

"

'

-"-

0,

-

5

i--

.v.

The C.O.W. baseball team split

6-- 3

--

Senior Fran. Kielbowicz

9-- 0

6-- 1,

and

6-- 2

6-- 1,

wins, respectively.

6-- 0,

.

.

"

3-- 6,

dbles.) and a
victory by
Wilder and Laurie Galloway (3rd).
' Saturday saw
the Scotties
traveling to Akron University for a
mismatch almost as great as the
farce. Classified in the
Large College Division, Akron,
much to their relief, will be able to
- avoid meeting the Scotties when '
State Tourney time rolls around.
Playing the role of the gracious
host to the - hilt, Akron was ,
overwhelmed
as the Scotties
displayed their magic
The only bright spot for Akron"'
throughout the entire day came in
" the first doubles match where the
lead only to
Scotties raced to a
fall to a 6 deficit. Then Cleary
"

'

"

--

;

.

1

WOOSTER FISH

Op Sa

lobster

ocatfish
shrimp
frog legs
-

tAjrbot

--

Oysters
scallops
BBQ ribs
RESTAURANT

and
RETAIL FRESH FISH
2S2-833-

d

"

Foods

featuring...

-

well-playe-

1

230 N. Buckeye

'

'-

7.

.

"

7

"

part of your.

life.

COLD

First ffi

and Win
Federal) Br
Champagne

12

dino's
drive thru

00 p m..
00 a.m.-It- .
Monday thru Thursday
I 00 o.m.V
. Friday
00
o.m
Saturday
II
od
Wooster .
Co
iii.V j
1

429

t

liberty

Corryout;
PIZZA

:

1

.

All Mad

Soft Drinks ond Ice

1012 Cleveland Road
264-70-
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Scots Third
-

competition in the OAC '
Freshman Tim Jackson was
race,"
excellent
"Pepper ran an
Bean said. "He's really coming on second in the long jump at 199"
strong. We're looking better and and sophomore Don Austin was
fifth at 196". Still, Bean was not
better in the distance events.
In the short sprints senior Slick satisfied with their jumps. "We're
show for going to have to improve if we
Wimberly was a
the Scots winning the 100 yd. dash hope to score well the rest of the
in 10.0 and placing third in the 220 year."
In the shot put, sophomore
yd. dash in 22.9 He also anchored
Todd Lamb turned in another fine
the' 440 vd. relay team of freshmen
Tim Jackson and Brian Kelly, and showing, finishing third with a put
junior Jeremy Dahl to a second of 43'4&";He was also fifth in the
discus at 128 while junior Don
place finish in 44.3
The Scots failed to score in either Bordine was third in the discus
the 120 yd. high hurdles or the 440 with a toss of 135'1", which
yd. intermediate hurdles. "At this .qualified him. for the OAC
point hurdles are really hurting championship meet May 12 and 13
'
us," Bean admitted. Senior Brian at
I.M.
Wesleyan
from
only
experienced
"We came back
Volz is the
hurdler, yet Saturday he relatively pleased with our effort,"
competed in three other events Bean said. Still, we have an awful
lot of work ahead of us. I realize
and failed to score in the I M.'s.
"We have to decide what Brian we've got some good depth in
is going to do and what he's not "certain events, but now we've got
going to do," Bean said. "We've to try to spread that depth across
got to get him to concentrate on a to some of the other events.
couple of events. Jeremy Dahl is in
The Scots face a tough test
tomorrow as they again travel to
an awful lot of events too."
m addition to running on the 440 Ohio Wesleyan to face Wesleyan
relay team, Dahl placed third in the and Mount Union, perennial
440 with a time of 522. Freshman powers in Ohio Conference track.
Ron Strine was fifth in the 440 in
"We obviously aren't going to
52.9.
'
beat those guys," Bean admitted,
Sophomore Ron Austin equaled
his own school record in the high "but well score our share ot points
and play the role of the spoiler."
jump with a leap of 6'6" in finishing
second. "The difference between
the way Ron jumped Saturday
and the way he jumped in the
Junior attacker Scott Baxter's
relays is like the difference goal 1:22 into the second overtime
between night and day," Bean period gave The College of
said. "He really looked strong."
Wooster men's lacrosse team a
Senior Dennis Riesley, pole sudden-deatwin over the
vaulting for just th second time this
Club
Lacrosse
Cleveland
year, cleared 13 feet and placed Saturday.
fifth against some of the finest
The victory at Cleveland,

by Jim WSkins
a poor opening
After
'
performance in the OAC Relays
the Scot track team showed some
signs of improvement- as they
' placed third in the
Ohio '
Great Lakes Colleges Association
s meet, Saturday at Ohio Wesleyan.
' As expected, Ohio Wesleyan
: literally ran away with the meet,
' scoring 94 points. The real battle
honors, where
a was for runner-uDenison edged the Scots 65 points
f; tyv
61. Kenyon was fourth with 34
!.nn''Ji ' and Oberlin last with 21.
Coach Jim Bean used the meet
'
to experiment with his lineup,
'
entering people in numerous '
' events to see where they will help
the team the most. "Where we're
strong, we're very strong." Bean
said. "We have some gaps to fill
and I think well be able to fill
;
'' them."
One of those gaps for the Scots
certainly is not in the distance
events, where Wooster claimed
' firsts in the three-milmile and

fifth..
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Baldwin-Wallac-
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"

'

e,

Bill
Senior
i
Reedy narrowly missed the
conference qualifying standard in
with his 14:59.5
the three-mil- e
clocking, good for first place.
Sophomore Jeff Kirk was
Wooster's winner in both the mile
with times of 453.3
and
half-mil-

e.

co-capta-

in

-

.

...

.

:

half-mil-

....

one-ma- n

:

:

GLCA Track

e,

and 1:59.3 respectively.
'
e

-

st

,.

,

pre-tourn-

ey

honors.

.

team at all," noted Nye. "Bad
weather' should help the home
team. We just had poor
execution of things we've gone
over for situations like this.
Inexperience has burnt us badly so
far this season."
Inflated scores were the order of
the weekend. In fact, freshman,
Dan Iceman, with a 167 total, was
the only other Scot besides Nye
under 170.
"The team has a tendency to try
and make up strokes when they're
going bad,, instead of just
concentrating and playing good
golf," observed Nye. "I guess the
one thing that did please me was
that the guys are not giving up."
"Both Friday and Saturday they
were out practicing after their
round was through. And a couple
of them were out on the course

Greg Nye
Senior
was the top Scot finisher at eighth first thing Sunday morning."
"The team is just frustrated right
place, (80,
Wooster's
They're seeing all the
now.
team, total was 424,
High winds, cool temperatures difficulties that have a way of piling
and hard, fast greens had all the up fast if you let
teams tearing their hair both days. wind, cold. I think things will come
- "That's really no excuse for our '. around with the weather."
All-Americ-

an

.

co-capta- in

Bill Reedy is off to a good
in 14:59.5.

in Sudden Death

9-- 8

i
noicung a
inrougnl itinree quarters,
lead entering the final period,
' before Wooster came back. Two
goals by John Steenburg and
another by George Muller pulled
advantage
the Scots into an
with time running out, but the
Cleveland club scored with but 20
Wooster's 'second straight, seconds left in regulation to force
evened,Jhe Scots' record at,3-- .i .the overtime. .
Neither club scored during the
Cleveland controlled play
1

7--

8-- 7

Store Hours:
Wednesday

7

Mon.-Tue.-Thur.-S-

first
extra session
before Baxter, who finished with
two goals and three assists on the
day, sent the Scots home winners
less than halfway into the second
sudden-deatperiod.
four-minut-

5

3

r

,

Steenburg was Wooster's top
scorer with six goals while Muller
contributed two assists along with
his

fourth-quarte-

marker.

r

9:30-5:3- 0

at.

9:30-12:0- 0

e

h

-

Friday

9:30-9:0- 0

CAMP LOCKERS
Reg. 27.50
Now
19.90

.

Heavy guage
virlyl covering

77-157- ).

415-83-

start this spring,

three-mil- e

h

by Dave Koppenhaver
Scot golf coach Bob Nye pulled
no punches in analyzing his team's
performance this weekend as they,
hosted and finished a lowly 11th in
the Dale Beckler Invitational. '
- "I can't remember when we've
gotten beaten this bad on our own
course," he said. "In fact, I'm sure
this is the worst we've ever played
on our own course. I'm very

74-14-

Senior

winning the GLCA

9-- 8

G olfers Eleventh On HomeCourse

by-ju-

.

Laxmen Win

Encouraging for Bean was the
depth the Scots showed in the
three-miland mile.
Sophomore John Carwiie,
hampered since January with an
ankle injury, proved he is coming
back into form as he placed fourth
with a time of
in the three-mil- e
15:33.8. In the mile junior Jeff
Pepper ran a fine 4:33.4 in placing

disappointed.
Slippery Rock (Pa.) took the
one stroke over
team title
Edinboro 786 to 787. Indiana of
Pennsylvania took third with a 791
: ,
total.
!
.'9 .&.-Kent Stauffer, a freshman from
the Indiana of Penn. team and one
favorites, shot a
... :i of the
9
individual
medalist
for
75,
AV'. Sn:!v

e.

9.

them-cours- es,

Brass-plate- d

Tongue and

.

hardware

groove

dust-pro- of

closures

ABORTION Up thru 14 Weeks

Safe and Gentle

Leather handles
Woodbox construction

Aj Clinic
Free Pregnancy Tests and
Sympathetic Counseling
Lowest Fees
Personalized and Confidential
AKRON WOMEN'S CLINIC
513 W. Market St.
Call Collect
0-536-6-

170

Protecto metal
i orners

American made lockers. Size 31" X 17" X 12'4"6455 cubic
.hches of packability. The ideal choice for extra space, both for
timp, travel or college.

Men's
Store

Main

It Pays to Buy Quality

Floor
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Mbuntaineering L
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What is mountaineer.
(Ah-h- ,
life's little
Because we just to
coincidence.) Mountaineering is a skill, a science and an art.;
Yet anyone yrwitnat
oeroiopeamoK)r ski is can master il. oimpiy sniays-- .
zijucuo CU.JLU. iuxiu vv uiicni icu.ul.ll uiiy(v
- tneseiundam
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I'll

I Vl:
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O Okay, here's

:

J
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U where the fUn be
gins. Hold the mountain

tirmly in your left hand,
grasp tne mountain
top with your right
nana ana twist
uv .cfftl
iitue ieua on
(Xeiftt A,ere you go.
E:

rvtocepouipacjngbecoinespaj?

-

muunuuneer wui ten you, uie onry way to down a mountain
f is slowly, smoothly and
steadil- y- savoring every swallow of the
XNowfor thd J
tricky Dare
Neophytes, listen ;
up: the proper pour
is straight down
the center of the
glass. Only in
this way will

the cold Invigo- the mountain
come to a head.

X5

discouraged. Perfection takes practice. Soon enough, having
empueayour glass ana nueayour soul, you too will De a
mountaineer.
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'

Dont Just reach fcr a been

Head for the mountains.
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